
I.Step 
 
 Removal of existing parts 
 

 
Remove headlights, chrome covers, chrome strips and hood inserts. The 
inserts/scoops are just fixed with clinched nails. Drill/bore them out. 
If the car was painted more times,take care not to disturb paint between hood 
and hood inserts, use blade or Stanley knife to ease separation. 
Remove front indicator (signal) lights. Put out signallight also at serie 1 ½ . 
 
(ca.1,5 hours) 
 
 
 

 
 
You can see directly,that this form want´s to be connected into its genuie 
lines……. 



2. Step 
 
The original headlights are installed in the headlight adapter without the rubber you 
found behind before. Remove the unit, tighten the M5 (selfsaveing) hex nuts and 
place the chrome ring against the disks in position. 
The groundposition of the screws is like shown ca. 5 to 10 mm looking out of the 
snap-in-nuts. The hex nuts must not be turned on very strong. Just in a way,that you 
can turn the scews later from the fender side. For this, the best man prepares some 
fissures into the scews. So the adjustment is possible with a srewdriver later.(right 
picture) 
 
Mostly the splash-shilds are not fixed symetric in the car.So you can adjust the 
deepness seat of the mainbeams later. After the mainbeams sitting in a visual 
symetric position,right to left side,you can adjust the wideness of beaming the light 
also over this crews. You can do it from the inner side of the fender. 
You do this at last. 
 
 
 
 

 



3. Step 
 
Splash-shield; Sawing and Drilling  
 

Saw out the splash-shield according to template; drill holes 3 to 3.2 mm. 
 
Drill out fist the large inner hole and than only the 2 holes the spons showing 
you.(left picture).Because of the Jaguar tollerances it is possible that you have 
to correct the positions sidewards. So it is better to drill the other srewholes 
later,if you have seen the position together with the bonnetinserts. 
 
Picures shows a conversion at a Serie 3 LH. 
Serie 1,5 and 2 looks a little bit different. 
Look at the different templates.Coise these witch are made for your car and 
you will find at there more instructions. Templates for Seie 2 use also for 
serie1.5. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
The mainbeam will be move in the hole with a oblique turn in.Obove first. 
Examine if your hole is lage enough to let in the mainbeam complet with the serial 
chromrim. 
(In case of re-reconverting it is easy to change the splashshild against a original new, 
or only to close the hole with  a seperat shild. So as the early Serie 1 ½  coming from 
Jaguar fabric) 



4.Step 
 
Drilling the holes for the new metallrim and covers 
 
First you hold the new metallrim over your old serial holes. 
Serie 2 and Serie1.5 Owners will see now, that the mainhole of chromconector  must 
be drilled new. More to the middle of the car and a little bit deeper. So you can find 
the optimal position,that the old holes are not seen after endinstalation. Serie 1,5 and 
2 owners drill this hole new up to 5.5mm .Serie 3 Owner drill usually there serial 
cromconnectorhole up to 5,5 mm.Only sometimes they must do it like Serie 1,5+2 
Owners. But most only sidewards. Now you fix tape at your bonnet.You fix the new 
metallrim together with the chromconnector at the car.Do it in the way,with enough 
clothespegs/cramps. It is just easyer. With a  thin pen you will mark the inner and 
outside diameter of the metallrim on the tape/bonnet. Additionaly you will make a 
transmission mark of the new holes for the new fixingelements on the tape.  
Now you take the rim away and drill the new holes 4mm. 
(The serial holes are never the same,so I have to choise new positions. In case of  
re-reconverting all new holes are not seeable) 
Professionals could order a drilltemplate for thie action. 
 
 

 
 
 



5. Step 
 
Fitting the new hood inserts 
 
If required reshape mating edge of hood and fender.In front and also obove. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
Now you can have a look,how the inserts sitting in your bonnet. Fix them in front with 
the srew thrugh the Chromconnectorhole.Sidewards they are just hanging in the smal 
lensformed Discs.Also fixed with srews. These lensformed stainless steel discs you 
fix later together with the fixingelements for metallrim. The spons showing you their 
position. 
 
If the inserts sitting fine, take them off again. If not,read the chapter of accident and 
tollerances. 
 
Both, insets and covers must have a fine seat in the bonnet. 



6.Step 
Correcting the serial cut of the bonnet. 
 
After you take away the metallrim in step 4 you could see what´s nessesary now. 
The serial cut has to be cleaned up. Take a little bit more away as your pen marked 
you  before.Than put in the Cover from inside of bonnet and check out  the sit. The 
cover must sit in well with the step all around. If not take every disturbing away. 
 

 
 
 
If the covers sit in well now, bore the holes like discibed under step 4. After that, you 
can take away the tape from the bonnet.If the covers do´s not sit in well, read the 
chapter of accident and tollerances. 
 
Both, insets and covers must have a fine seat in the bonnet. 
 
 

 
 
Holes are still preparated in  covers. Test it out,if your holes in cover and bonnet are 
the same.  
Two holes for the two instalationhelpingscrews you have to drill for yourself. Drill 
them through the old highest original holes. Look at the spons step 5 (if possible, 
Serie 2+1,5 sometimes must bore completley new) near the position of the 
lensdisks,but beside.These only 3 mm. So you have three helping srews, if you set in 
the cover with the permanentelastic seal. To get a feeling how to bore,I put a rest of 
plastic in the Srew sets. Test it out before you bore into the cover.Don´t do it with a 
sharp drill.Do it with  low pressure, high speed and a blunt/dull drill.  Bore them while 
the cover is geting fixed through the existing holes with some srews. 



7. Step 

 
 Sealing the Car Body and the Unit Edges  
 

Seal the splash-shield all around with sealant. 
You will achieve perfect visual result if you paint the body edge inside and outside 
with semi-gloss black paint, this will result in a perfect shade line between the plastic 
covers and the inserts. At the same time your paintment will save your bonnet 
against rost. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Also all holes and edges of the Covers are have to bee black.  



8. Step 
 
fixing the covers, metallrim and rubber  
 
Put the inserts in the bottom of the mainbeamroom. It is also possibble to press the 
inserts (coming from the fenderside) later, through the big mainbeamhole, but I don`t  
prefer this, because I´am afraid of scretching the paint . 
 
Now you put  the permanent elastic rubberseal on the outer step of the cover. Put on 
enough of  this black silicone.. 
After setting in the cover, you fix it with the two little “helpingscrews”, and through the 
main connector hole. Don´t worry about the smallness of the nuts,because you can 
pic them up with the transparent Siliconpipe.You will handle them easiely. 
Save the cover now with  tape against sretches. The fixingelements can make 
skretches at the cover, while you put the chromrim on the body.  Nessesary at the 
outward side at the 1/3 over the bumper. 
Attention: 
Now and at all following workingsteps you have to know, that you mustn`t turn on the 
srews,in a way you did before. Forget that srews have to  press something together. 
Don´t turn them on strong. All srews are just for holding soft, not for pressure.  
 Only with your fingers you press the cover softly aginst the bonnet. Check, that all 
holes around are free.Now you turn on the srews softly, without pressure on the 
cover. The cover should be swiming in the permanent elastic material. Remove too 
much of permanent elastic material now. 
 

 
 
Fitting underneathrubber 
 
 
Have a look,that you take the rubber in the right direction. The Rubber is not 
symmetric.The Rubber has a little lip on one side. This little lip must show towards  
the cover.The lip becomes a perfect finish to the cover later. 
Chose the holes of the Rubber in that way, that you are sure, that the ends are 
connecting  at the lowest point above the bumper(Not under the connector). If you 
get the rubbers of me you can find the indicator: LH+ RH on the rubber. (LH means 
left hand in driving direction.RH = right hand) 
After having checked the correct position of the rubber,you put the rubber at first only  
over the holes at the long inner side of the  bonneteye.The rubber must lay straight in 
a line on the bonnet. Fix the rubber with tape here.  
 



You put in all the fixingelements  into the backside of the metallrim. Than you can 
begin to move it on.( Bevore please safe the cover against skreches also with tape.) 
You start at the long obove inner side of bonnet. Now you can move in, four 
fixingelements,at the same time, through the rubber into the bonnett and cover. With 
one hand you hold it now in this position.With the other hand you go through the 
mainbeamhole and bring first a little disc and than with the silicontube a little nut on.  
The first nut is the middle one of the straight side. Turn on the nut just 2 or 3 
rotations.  
Now you add all nuts at the staight side. Turn on the nuts just 2 or 3 rotations. 
 
Now you put   the fixingelements into the holes of the upper big curve of the 
eye.(tape was taken off before) Put in the next 2  elements, one  after the other,and 
then the nut  over the first  element.Then the third element in and the nut on at 
element  before.   
Now you can ad all disks and nuts at the long side. 
At the big obove curve the rubber is wanting to disturbe your work now.Press the 
Rubber under the rim again and press the rim with rubber against the hood. Now you 
can move in the next fixingelement . The disk and nut turn on at the element before. 
Everytimes the next element in and the disk and nut at the  before one. Everytimes 
turn the nuts only over,just start them. If you have all started, we put the don´t 
wanting rubber under all around. Savety Tape take away.Turn on all srews only a 
little bit with the silicontube. Put the ends of the rubber under and turn on this srew 
first. Ad the Cromconnector and turn on also. Now we push and pull and push the 
rim,so that the rim can find a seat with the flexible fixingelements. Turn the srews on 
more and puch and pull again. Now you can see,that it will becomes very clean. To 
get no fold in the rubber at the connector we pull the rubber away from this point. If 
you strech the rubber the fold will getting out. If not, test out,that the hole in the 
rubber for the connectorsrew is large enough.We want to massage the rubber until 
the seat is perfect.  
 

 
 
 
You will achieve perfect visual result if you paint the nuts and discs inside  with semi-
gloss black paint, this will result in a perfect shade line between the plastic covers 
and the inserts. At the same time the paint will work as a nutsaver. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
Attention again !!! 
 
The srews you turn on ,only that the rubber could keep the right position. You can 
press the rim and the cover with your fingers and turn on the srews than.But do not 
press it with the srews. Loose the srews ,after you turn them on, about one and a half 
rotation back. Remember,the cover must be swimming. After the liqued rubber is 
getting older this would hold the cover without srews. The hard original rubber wants 
to keep it´s position after only 2 days. So it is absolutly not nessesary to give power 
over the srews. Eyeryting is very strong enough over 250 km/h. Absolut nessesary is 
to use the liqued rubberseal and do not think you don´t need it because it´s don´t 
raining in your aerea. It is nessesary for the hole construction. If you don´t use the 
liqued rubber the cover will break if the temperatures change between summer and 
winter. 



9. Step 
 
Endinstalation of inserts and long mouldings 
 
The newly painted inserts are now to install, attached (loosen the connector) at the 
front  and catch the insert with the main screw at first and hang it into the specilal 
lensedformed Discs on the side. Between the insets and cover you putting the PVC 
part, as a pressure absorber. Serie 2+3 Owners take the srew with the selflooking nut 
, Serie 1,5 Owners take the spire nut and the self tapping scew. 
Don’t turn this srew too powerfull. 
 
 

 
 

New original long moldings for the wings are not included in our kit; they are 
too long for transport. However, you can order the moldings, which are always 
supplied in over-length. Alternatively you can order from us. (Jaguar spare part 
# Long Molding for Wing SJ5561 BD 19025/1). By experience we recommend 
to use new brass strips too (part # BD19030). 
  

Measure the new length, size moldings accordingly and install at hood (bonnet). 
 
 

 
 
Don`t forget to use here permanentelastic rubberseal again.Put it between fender 
and hood and long moulding obove over the mainbeamroom . 



10. Step 
 
Endinstalation 
 
You move on again your electric. 
 

 
 
Now you test out the visual look. The mainbeams have to sitt in the middle or light 
outwards into the inserts. If this is fine,you can bore the missing holes for the adapter. 
 
Before you put in the lamp at last, you can clean up the inroom with a windowleather. 
 
If the deepness of both mainbeams is symetric right to left,it will be fine.If not,adjust it  
over the 3 Screws looking out of the adapter.  Switch on the light and adjust the 
wideness of lightbeam. You do it over the 3 Screws looking out of the adapter.  
 
 

  
 
Do not forget to apply sealant also between headlight bucket and adapter. So can´t 
get any dirt or water in.Between splash-shild and adapter it is not nessesary. 
 
With a very clean windowleather we take away  our instalationfingers. 
Now we take chrompolish and we give the Alluminiumrim the hig gloss chromeffect. 
Don’t take too much polish. I don´t like to see polish between rim and rubber. 
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